
embedded in thin copper plates. Analysis of the data
obtained is in progress.

A strain figure was established at the dome C camp
and at the site 100 kilometers grid east from the camp
using surveying instruments on loan from the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey. An accumulation pole network and an
experiment to measure firn densification also were es-
tablished. A core 53 meters long was obtained by the
iico drilling team and has been returned to the Institute
of Polar Studies for structural analysis.

Earlier in the season, studies were conducted at the
South Pole. The Doppler satellite station was tied by
surveying to some deep firn markers, a simple horizon-
tal strain figure was set up, and snow samples were col-
lected for comparison with samples taken in the dome
C area.

Our field party consisted of Ian M. Whillans (principal
investigator), John F. Bolzan, Julie M. Palais, and Robert
Reynolds. We received excellent support from antarctic
personnel, making it a smoothly running field season.
We thank the Laboratoire de Glaciologie for processing
our samples for gross beta activity.

This study is supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 76-23428.
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A 180-meter core drilling at dome
C and measurements in the 905-

meter drill hole

F. GILLET and C. RADO

Laboratoire de Glaciologie
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Grenoble, France

With the 905-meter core drilling performed last year
at dome C (Lorius and Donnou, 1978), the aims of the
1978-79 field season's work were to perform in situ
measurements of temperature and closure rate in the
hole, to drill a shallow hole beyond the closeoff depth
for gas analysis, and also to take complementary surface
samples to better determine the accumulation rate in the
dome C area.

Taking advantage of the camp facilities this year at
dome C, a team composed of F. Gillet, C. Marinier (Ex-
peditions Polaires Francaises), and C. Rado carried out
this program between 7 December 1978 and 10 January
1979.

Temperatures in the 905-meter drill hole were meas-
ured every 10 meters down to 540 meters, then every
20 meters down to 640 meters, and then every 50 meters
down to 800 meters. The bottom of the hole was filled
with kerosene so that it was not possible to get measure-
ments for the rest of the hole.

A minimum temperature of -54.3° C was observed
near the 40-meter level. Below that level, temperature
increased regularly up to -47.95° C at a depth of 800
meters. (The corresponding values obtained last season,
just after the drilling, were -53.6° C and -47.85° C,
respectively.) The overall accuracy of the measurements
is estimated at being to the nearest 0.03° C.

The diameter of the hole was continuously recorded.
Comparison with last season's measurements indicates
a diameter variation of 2 millimeters near the 250-meter
level, 6 millimeters near the 470-meter level, 24 milli-
meters near the 700-meter level, and 44 millimeters at
the 835-meter level. The initial diameter was about 135
millimeters.

After finishing these measurements, we filled the hole
with DFA to a depth of 140 meters. This will keep it open
to allow future work in sonic logging by the University
of Wisconsin at Madison.

In addition to work on the 905-meter hole, we drilled
a 180-meter hole with the electromechanical drill that
was used last year down to a depth of 138 meters. This
year, beyond 150 meters it was difficult to recover good
cores; they were often broken into disks 1 or 2 centi-
meters thick. At this depth also, the helix had difficulties
lifting the chips. The length of the runs could rarely be
more than 0.5 meter. Nevertheless, the quality of cores
was sometimes good enough to allow gas measurements.
It took about 100 hours to reach 180 meters with a two-
man drilling team working with only one core barrel and
also packing the samples.

As for surface sampling, at six places a few kilometers
apart, we did sample to a depth of 2.6 meters to deter-
mine the accumulation rate by ,0 measurements. We also
took direct measurements on 77 stakes set up in Camp
Français four years ago.

The National Science Foundation provided logistic
support. In particular, the assistence of U. S. Antarctic
Research Program (USARP) representatives in New Zea-
land and Antarctica is gratefully acknowledged.

The field project was also supported by the Expedi-
tions Polaires Françaises (through a grant from Terres
Australes et Antarctiques Francaises). Laboratory and
technical studies have been supported in France by
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique and Insti-
tut National d'Astronomie et de Géophysique.
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